METAL SIDING
Appearance and Durability for a Lifetime

edcoproducts.com

V12” Board & Batten
Siding in Sandtone

S6” Traditional Lap
Siding in T-Tone

ArrowLine Shake
Sidewall in Sandtone

Transform your home with the
elegance and strength found in
EDCO Metal Siding
When selecting siding for an upcoming project, it is important to
choose a product that offers unprecedented value to achieve both the
appearance and the quality your home and/or business deserves.
EDCO Metal Siding, with a natural wood-grain appearance, is the
most durable material available. It can withstand the most extreme
weather conditions - hail, wind, snow and ice, while maintaining its
original look for years to come without lifting a paint brush. The
benefits of installing metal siding will give any home or business
owner peace of mind. Some of the benefits include:
•

Proprietary finish that will not chip, crack or peel, but can also
reduce energy costs

•

Unmatched lifetime non-prorated warranty that includes material
and labor

•

35-year fade protection

•

Metal siding is moisture resistant ensuring it will not swell,
decompose or develop mold over time

•

Our siding is 100% recyclable

ENTEX® Siding

V12” Board & Batten in
Glacier White

Profiles Available

Double 4”

Double 5” Dutchlap

Single 6”

Single 8”

Vertical 12”

Protect your home with unmatched
strength and timeless style
Whether you choose traditional lap, dutchlap, vertical, shake or a
combination of these products, you have endless design opportunities
from EDCO that provide distinctive style and lasting quality to your
home or business.
Our innovative ENTEX® Cool Chemistry® paint technology, with a natural
wood-grain appearance, simply will not chip, crack, peel or fade over
time which means less time spent maintaining the appearance of your
home or business and eliminates the need to paint in the future.
EDCO’s metal siding consistently outperforms many other siding
materials available today. We back up this performance with the
industry’s only true lifetime, non-prorated warranty that includes
material and labor. In addition, our ENTEX® siding includes 35-year fade
protection.

Glacier White

Colonial White

Willow

Classic Blue

Sage

T-Tone

Desert Tone

Wickertone

Sandtone

Timber

Charcoal Gray Driftwood Gray

Mahogany

Mahogany HD

Cedarwood

Cedarwood HD

Classic Red

Canyon

Claytone

Sand Beige

Canyon HD

Rustic Brown

NOTE: All colors shown are as accurate
as possible. Please refer to actual color
chip samples before making your final
selection.

Prism Siding

Prism S6” Siding in Sapphire

Profiles Available

Single 6”

Vertical 12”

Be the envy of your neighborhood
with stunning beauty that will
transform the exterior of any home
or business
Based on our proprietary ENTEX® finish, the attractive Prism metal
siding from EDCO offers rich, elegant colors with a subtle hint of mist.
Available in a variety of colors, the technological advancement of
EDCO’s Prism finish offers long-term color retention which means you
will never paint again. In addition, it will not chip, crack, peel or fade
over time. We back up this performance with the industry’s only true
lifetime, non-prorated warranty that includes material and labor. In
addition, our Prism siding includes 35-year fade protection.
Prism is available in a single 6” traditional lap and vertical 12” board
and batten siding profiles. Color-coordinated accessories are also
available to complete the look of any home or business.

Bordeaux

Onyx

Sapphire

Tuscan

Guinness

Sedona

NOTE: All colors shown are as accurate as possible. Please refer to actual color chip samples
before making your final selection.

About EDCO Products
Metal siding from EDCO protects your most valuable asset – your home. We offer timeless
beauty and unmatched quality. Our siding withstands the most extreme weather conditions –
hail, wind, snow and ice – while maintaining its original look for years to come.
Homeowners will have peace of mind with EDCO’s maintenance-free products that are backed
with a lifetime, non-prorated warranty including hail and fade protection.

8700 Excelsior Boulevard
Hopkins, MN 55343
EDCO Products are Made in the U.S.A.
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